THE CONFUCIUS INSTITUTE AT THE UNIVERSITY OF UTAH PRESENTS

CHINESE CULTURE WEEK 2019

September 23rd - September 29th

Monday 9/23
9:30am - 2:00pm

Chinese Open House & Chinese Major Day
9:30am - 1:30pm | LNCO Lobby

Chinese Calligraphy Demonstration by Mr. Xie Siyuan, Calligraphy
11:45am - 1:15pm | LNCO Lobby

Boxed Dim Sum
11:30am | LNCO Lobby

Chinese Speech Contest
11:00am - 1:00pm | LNCO Lounge, RM 2110

Thursday 9/26
2:00pm
CTIH Jewel Box, Rm 143

Academic Talk - Fish and Bear’s Paw: Chinese Food and Chinese Philosophers
Presented by Dr. Eric Hutton, Department of Philosophy, University of Utah

This talk explores how Chinese food, as a representation of Chinese culture, is discussed by early Chinese philosophers, and introduces discussions about the value of Chinese culture by the Chinese philosophers.

Sunday 9/29
3:00pm
Libby Gardner Hall

Chinese and Western Music Concert
Featuring musicians of University of Utah and Utah Symphony

This program embraces traditional and modern Chinese music, as well as the great romantic piano quartet.